CHAPTER XXV
THE VICTORY OF THE COMMONS
The two votes of censure—Ajsquith and the King—Lord Crewe's account of the
Buckingham Palace interview—Unwisdom of further explanations—The
Commons and the Lords' amendments—The Bill returned to the Lords—
The final scene—The Archbishop's intervention—Majority 17—The King's
relief—The potential Peers.	j. £$*
the next move of the Opposition was to set down votes of censure 1911
in the Commons on 7th August, and in the Lords on 8th August, Ase £
The tactical, and quite legitimate, object of this was to enable the
Unionist leaders, who had now decided to yield; to put their protest
on record in speeches which might have had the opposite result of
what they intended, if delivered when the Bill was finally returned
to the Lords,   The resolution proposed in the House of Commons
was in the following terms:
" That the advice given to His Majesty by His Majesty's Ministers
whereby they obtained from His Majesty a pledge that a sufficient
number of peers would be created to pass the Parliament Bill in the
shape in which it left this House is a gross violation of Constitutional
liberty, whereby among many other evil consequences, the people will
be precluded from again pronouncing upon the policy of Home Rule."
This was delicate ground for all parties, and it was hardly possible
that a debate on such a proposition could avoid speculations and
implied criticisms upon the King's conduct. Mr. Balfour developed
the idea that advantage had been taken of " a sovereign who had
only just come to the throne, and who, from the very nature of the
case, had not and could not have behind him that long personal ex-
perience of public affairs which some of his great predecessors had."
However adroit a speaker might be, argument could hardly go for-
ward on this hypothesis without reflections on the King's judgment
of the situation and the correctness of his conduct as a Constitutional
Sovereign, And on the other side a clumsy speaker in defending
either the King or the Government might easily say too much and
appear to claim the King as a partisan of the Government and its
policy* The introduction of Home Rule into the resolution made
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